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The Shoemaker's
Wife Jun 16 2019
Beloved New York
Times bestselling
author Adriana
Trigiani returns
with the most epic
and ambitious novel
of her career—a
breathtaking
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multigenerational
love story that
spans two
continents, two
World Wars, and
the quest of two
star-crossed lovers
to find each other
again. The
Shoemaker's Wife is
replete with the all
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the page-turning
adventure,
sumptuous detail,
and heart-stopping
romance that has
made Adriana
Trigiani, “one of the
reigning queens of
women’s fiction”
(USA Today). Fans
of Trigiani’s
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sweeping family
dramas like Big
Stone Gap and
Lucia, Lucia will
love her latest
masterpiece, a book
Kathryn Stockett,
author of The Help,
calls “totally new
and completely
wonderful: a rich,
sweeping epic
which tells the
story of the women
and men who built
America dream by
dream.”
The Supreme
Macaroni
Company LP Aug
19 2019 For over a
hundred years, the
Angelini Shoe
Company in
Greenwich Village
has relied on the
leather produced by
Vechiarelli & Son in
Tuscany. This
historic business
partnership
provides the twist
of fate for Valentine
Roncalli, the school-
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teacher turned
shoemaker, to fall
in love with
Gianluca
Vechiarelli, a
tanner with a
complex past . . .
and a secret. A
piece of surprising
news is revealed on
a fateful Christmas
Eve when Valentine
and Gianluca join
her extended
family. Now faced
with life altering
choices, Valentine
remembers the
wise words that
inspired her in the
early days of her
beloved Angelini
Shoe Company: "A
person who can
build a pair of shoes
can do just about
anything." The
proud, passionate
Valentine is going
to fight for
everything she
wants and savor all
she deserves—the
bitter and the
2/17

sweetness of life
itself.
Herbstwolken May
20 2022
Lucia, Lucia Mar
06 2021 The
beautiful daughter
of an Italian
immigrant family in
1950 Greenwich
Village, Lucia
Sartori pursues her
dream of a career
in the fashion
industry, until she
falls in love with a
handsome stranger,
who must win over
her traditional
family to gain her
hand in marriage,
but old secrets and
scandal could
change their lives
forever. Reprint..
Very Valentine
Feb 17 2022 New
York Times
Bestseller Reading
List Selection by
American Library
Association
Lifetime original
movie, starring
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Jacqueline Bissett
and Kelen Coleman
“Sex and the City
meets
Moonstruck…this
first in a new
trilogy from
Trigiani is sly,
sensual and
dripping in style.”
— People Poignant,
funny, warm, and
red hot, Very
Valentine is a
wonderful treat for
Adriana Trigiani
fans—a “delightful”
(Boston Globe),
“romance-soaked
novel” (Marie
Claire) from much
adored playwright,
screenwriter,
documentary
filmmaker, and
New York Times
bestselling author
of The Shoemaker's
Wife, All the Stars
in the Heavens and
The Supreme
Macaroni Company.
The adventures of
an extraordinary
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and unforgettable
woman as she
attempts to rescue
her family’s
struggling shoe
business and find
love at the same
time, Very
Valentine sweeps
the reader from the
streets of
Manhattan to the
picturesque hills of
Italy. Here is yet
another novel from
the incomparable
Trigiani that will
steal your heart.
Listen Here Dec
15 2021 Listen
Here: Women
Writing in
Appalachia is a
landmark anthology
that brings together
the work of 105
Appalachian women
writers, including
Dorothy Allison,
Harriette Simpson
Arnow, Annie
Dillard, Nikki
Giovanni, Denise
Giardina, Barbara
3/17

Kingsolver, Jayne
Anne Phillips,
Janice Holt Giles,
George Ella Lyon,
Sharyn McCrumb,
and Lee Smith.
Editors Sandra L.
Ballard and Patricia
L. Hudson offer a
diverse sampling of
time periods and
genres, established
authors and
emerging voices.
From regional
favorites to national
bestsellers, this
unprecedented
gathering of
Appalachian voices
displays the
remarkable talent
of the region's
women writers
who've made their
mark at home and
across the globe.
Der beste
Sommer unseres
Lebens Jul 10 2021
The Good Left
Undone Nov 21
2019 "From present
day Viareggio to
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Glasgow during
World War II, a
multigenerational
sweeping tale of
love lost, family
secrets, and
reconciliation over
decades from New
York Times
bestselling author
Adriana Trigiani"-The Ghost and
Mrs. Muir Jan 24
2020 The basis for
Joseph L.
Mankiewicz’s
cinematic romance
starring Gene
Tierney and Rex
Harrison. Burdened
by debt after her
husband's death,
Lucy Muir insists
on moving into the
very cheap Gull
Cottage in the
quaint seaside
village of Whitecliff,
despite multiple
warnings that the
house is haunted.
Upon discovering
the rumors to be
true, the young
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widow ends up
forming a special
companionship with
the ghost of
handsome former
sea captain Daniel
Gregg. Through the
struggles of
supporting her
children, seeking
out romance from
the wrong places,
and working to
publish the
captain's story as a
book, Blood and
Swash, Lucy finds
in her secret
relationship with
Captain Gregg a
comfort and
blossoming love she
never could have
predicted.
Originally published
in 1945, made into
a movie in 1947,
and later adapted
into a television
sitcom in 1968, this
romantic tale
explores how love
can develop without
boundaries, both in
4/17

this life and
beyond. With a new
foreword by
Adriana Trigiani.
Vintage Movie
Classics spotlights
classic films that
have stood the test
of time, now
rediscovered
through the
publication of the
novels on which
they were based.
The Queen of the
Big Time Oct 21
2019 NEW YORK
TIMES
BESTSELLER • A
heartfelt novel of
the power of love
across three
generations of an
Italian-American
family, from the
author of the Big
Stone Gap series
“[An] epic of smalltown life . . . A
personal saga of
American history
and a romance
woven together
with warmth and
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good humor.”—The
Oregonian In the
late 1800s, the
residents of a small
village in coastal
Italy migrated to
the promised land
of America. They
eventually settled in
Roseto,
Pennsylvania,
where they recreated every detail
of their former
lives, including the
centerpiece of
Roseto’s colorful
old-world tradition:
the annual pageant
for Our Lady of
Mount Caramel—or
“the Big Time,” as
it’s called by the
young women
competing to be its
Queen. The
industrious
Castellucas farm
the land outside
Roseto. Nella, the
middle daughter of
five, aspires to a
genteel life “in
town,” far from the
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rigors of life on the
farm. But her
dreams of making
her own fortune
shift when she
meets and falls in
love with Renato
Lanzaro, a worldly,
handsome, devilmay-care poet.
When Renato
disappears without
explanation, Nella
is shattered. Four
years later,
Renato’s sudden
return just before
Nella’s wedding to
the steadfast
Franco Zollerano
leaves her shaken.
For although
Renato has chosen
a path very
different from
Nella’s, they are
fated to live and
work side by side
for the rest of their
lives in Roseto,
where the past
hangs over them
like a brewing
storm. Etched in
5/17

glorious detail in
Adriana Trigiani’s
trademark style,
The Queen of the
Big Time is the
story of a
determined,
passionate woman
who can never
forget her first love.
Don't Sing at the
Table Jan 16 2022
"No one ever reads
just one of
Trigiani’s
wonderfully quirky
tales. Once you pick
up the first, you are
hooked.”
—BookPage New
York Times
bestselling author
Adriana Trigiani
shares a treasure
trove of insight and
guidance from her
two grandmothers:
time-tested,
common sense
advice on the most
important aspects
of a woman’s life,
from childhood to
the golden years.
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Seamlessly
blending anecdote
with life lesson,
Don’t Sing at the
Table tells the two
vibrant women’s
real-life
stories—how they
fell in love,
nurtured their
marriages,
balanced raising
children with being
savvy
businesswomen,
and reinvented
themselves with
each new decade.
For readers of Big
Stone Gap, Very
Valentine, Lucia,
Lucia, and Rococo,
this loving memoir
is the Trigiani
family recipe for
chicken soup for
the soul
Lucia, Lucia Jun 21
2022
Adriana Trigiani's
Valentine
Collection Aug 23
2022 From New
York Times
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bestselling author
Adriana Trigiani
comes her beloved
Valentine trilogy,
now available in
one volume for the
first time. This
eBook collection
includes Very
Valentine, Brava,
Valentine, and The
Supreme Macaroni
Company.
Wie Vögel im Wind
Aug 31 2020
Trennungen Oct 01
2020
Queen of the Big
Time Jun 09 2021
Der beste
Sommer unseres
Lebens Feb 05
2021
Italians of
Lackawanna
County Sep 19
2019 Boasting one
of the nation's
largest and most
diverse Italian
American
populations,
Lackawanna
County,
6/17

Pennsylvania, joins
old and new with
events such as La
Corsa dei Ceri or
St. Ubaldo Day in
Jessup and La Festa
Italiana on
Scranton's
Courthouse Square.
Every town in the
county with an
Italian population
has its own story.
Whether the people
can trace their
origins to Guardia
or Gubbio, Felitto
or Perugia, the
Italians of
Lackawanna County
all share one thing
in common: a
strong sense of
pride in their ethnic
origins. In Images
of Modern America:
Italians of
Lackawanna
County, readers will
find familiar images
of summertime
traditions, as well
as new
representations of
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how the region's
Italian community
seeks to preserve
its heritage.
Brava, Valentine
Aug 11 2021
“Delightful,
energetic. . . .
Trigiani is a
seemingly effortless
storyteller.” —
Boston Globe
Award-winning
playwright,
television writer,
and documentary
filmmaker Adriana
Trigiani returns
with Brava,
Valentine,
continuing the
heartwarming and
hilarious story of
Valentine Roncalli,
her family, her love
life, and the
Angelini Shoe
Company.
Following on the
heels of the New
York Times
bestseller Very
Valentine (hailed by
People magazine as
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“Sex and the City
meets
Moonstruck”),
Brava, Valentine is
another tour-deforce from the
beloved author of
bestselling novels
Lucia, Lucia, The
Queen of the Big
Time, and the Big
Stone Gap series.
All the Stars in the
Heavens Nov 14
2021 New York
Times Bestseller •
USA Today
Bestseller •
Publishers Weekly
Bestseller People's
Book of the Week
Annual Library of
Virginia Literary
Awards Nominee
for Fiction Adriana
Trigiani, the New
York Times
bestselling author
of the blockbuster
epic The
Shoemaker's Wife,
returns with her
biggest and boldest
novel yet, a
7/17

hypnotic tale based
on a true story and
filled with her
signature elements:
family ties, artistry,
romance, and
adventure. Born in
the golden age of
Hollywood, All the
Stars in the
Heavens captures
the luster, drama,
power, and secrets
that could only
thrive in the studio
system—viewed
through the lives of
an unforgettable
cast of players
creating magic on
the screen and
behind the scenes.
In this spectacular
saga as radiant,
thrilling, and
beguiling as
Hollywood itself,
Adriana Trigiani
takes us back to
Tinsel Town's
golden age—an era
as brutal as it was
resplendent—and
into the complex
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and glamorous
world of a young
actress hungry for
fame and success.
With meticulous,
beautiful detail,
Trigiani paints a
rich, historical
landscape of 1930s
Los Angeles, where
European and
American artisans
flocked to pursue
the ultimate dream:
to tell stories on the
silver screen. The
movie business is
booming in 1935
when twenty-oneyear-old Loretta
Young meets thirtyfour-year-old Clark
Gable on the set of
The Call of the
Wild. Though he's
already married,
Gable falls for the
stunning and
vivacious young
actress instantly.
Far from the
glittering lights of
Hollywood, Sister
Alda Ducci has
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been forced to
leave her convent
and begin a new
journey that leads
her to Loretta.
Becoming Miss
Young's secretary,
the innocent and
pious young Alda
must navigate the
wild terrain of
Hollywood with
fierce
determination and a
moral code that
derives from her
Italian roots. Over
the course of
decades, she and
Loretta encounter
scandal and
adventure, choose
love and passion,
and forge an
enduring bond of
love and loyalty
that will be put to
the test when they
eventually face the
greatest obstacle of
their lives.
Anchored by
Trigiani's masterful
storytelling that
8/17

takes you on a
worldwide ride of
adventure from
Hollywood to the
shores of southern
Italy, this
mesmerizing epic
is, at its heart, a
luminous tale of the
most cherished ties
that bind. Brimming
with larger-than-life
characters both
real and
fictional—including
stars Spencer
Tracy, Myrna Loy,
David Niven, Hattie
McDaniel and
more—it is it is the
unforgettable story
of one of cinema's
greatest love affairs
during the golden
age of American
movie making.
Praise for All the
Stars in the
Heavens: "Trigiani
spins a tale of starcrossed lovers... A
heartwarming tale
of women's lives
behind the movies."
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- Kirkus Reviews "A
thoroughly
entertaining tale
that brings
Hollywood's golden
age alive." -People
"A tinsel-trimmed
treat for movie
buffs and Trigiani
fans alike." -Library
Journal
Daughters of Italy
Feb 23 2020 There
is no available
information at this
time.
Big Stone Gap Oct
25 2022 In 1908,
author John Fox Jr.
published his bestselling novel The
Trail of the
Lonesome Pine, and
with it, he brought
Big Stone Gap into
homes across the
country. In modern
times, Big Stone
Gap is best known
for a series of
novels by
hometown author
Adriana Trigiani.
"The Gap" has
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always been in the
vocabulary of
Southwest
Virginians but has
now taken root on
the national scene
for a second time in
history. Big Stone
Gap has since
dubbed itself "the
Little Town with the
Big Story." This
story began in the
1880s with the
discovery of nearby
coalfields that sent
Northern investors
into an expansion
frenzy. The town
was touted as the
new "Pittsburgh of
the South" with its
railroads, hotels,
and vibrant
business and
cultural scenes.
Lucia, Lucia Dec
03 2020 NEW
YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER •
“This heartwarming
tale is full of
lessons about
taking risks in life
9/17

and
love.”—Cosmopolita
n “Funny, visual,
and moving . . . A
vibrant, loving,
wistful portrait of a
lost time and
place.”—Richmond
Times-Dispatch It is
1950 in glittering,
vibrant New York
City, and Lucia
Sartori is the
beautiful twentyfive-year-old
daughter of a
prosperous Italian
grocer in
Greenwich Village.
The postwar boom
is rife with
opportunities for
talented girls with
ambition, and Lucia
becomes an
apprentice to an upand-coming
designer at chic B.
Altman department
store on Fifth
Avenue. Engaged to
her childhood
sweetheart, the
steadfast Dante
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DeMartino, Lucia is
torn when she
meets a handsome
stranger who
promises a life of
uptown luxury that
career girls like her
only read about in
the society pages.
Forced to choose
between duty to her
family and her own
dreams, Lucia finds
herself in the midst
of a sizzling scandal
in which secrets are
revealed, her
beloved career is
jeopardized, and
the Sartoris’ honor
is tested.
Scout, Atticus &
Boo Mar 26 2020
‘You come away
from Murphy’s book
with a renewed
amazement at what
Lee was able to
achieve with a
single perfect
novel’
Entertainment
Weekly First
published in 1960,
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To Kill a
Mockingbird is not
only a beloved
classic, but also a
touchstone in
literary and social
history. This book
commemorates
more than half a
century of To Kill a
Mockingbird, and
explores how it has
left its indelible
mark. Contributions
come from Oprah
Winfrey, James
Patterson, Adriana
Trigiani, Scott
Turow, Richard
Russo, Anna
Quidlen and Wally
Lamb among
others, and they
reflect upon what
the book means to
them, and how it
has affected their
lives and careers.
Violas bewegtes
Leben Jun 28 2020
Big Stone Gap Jan
04 2021 NEW
YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • The
10/17

first novel in the
beloved Big Stone
Gap series, now a
major motion
picture written and
directed by Adriana
Trigiani, starring
Ashley Judd, Patrick
Wilson, Whoopi
Goldberg, John
Benjamin Hickey,
Jane Krakowski,
Anthony LaPaglia,
and Jenna Elfman
This edition
features behind-thescenes bonus
material from the
film—including
photos, excerpts
from the script, and
favorite recipes
from on the set
“Delightfully quirky
. . . chock-full of
engaging, oddball
characters and
unexpected plot
twists.”—People
(Book of the Week)
It's 1978, and Ave
Maria Mulligan is
the thirty-five-yearold self-proclaimed
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spinster of Big
Stone Gap, a sleepy
hamlet in the Blue
Ridge Mountains of
Virginia. She’s also
the local
pharmacist, the cocaptain of the
Rescue Squad, and
the director of The
Trail of the
Lonesome Pine, the
town’s long-running
Outdoor Drama.
Ave Maria is
content with her
life—until, one
fateful day, her past
opens wide with the
revelation of a longburied secret that
will alter the course
of her life. Before
she knows it, Ave
Maria is fielding
marriage proposals,
trying to claim her
rightful inheritance,
and planning the
trip of a lifetime to
Italy—one that will
change her view of
the world and her
own place in it
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forever. Millions of
readers around the
world have fallen in
love with the small
town of Big Stone
Gap, nestled in the
Blue Ridge
Mountains of
Virginia, and its
self-proclaimed
spinster. Full of wit
and wonder, hilarity
and heart, Big
Stone Gap is a gem
of a book, and one
that you will share
with friends and
family for years to
come. WINNER OF
THE LIBRARY OF
VIRGINIA ANNUAL
LITERARY AWARD
Don’t miss any of
Adriana Trigiani’s
beloved Big Stone
Gap series BIG
STONE GAP • BIG
CHERRY HOLLER •
MILK GLASS
MOON • HOME TO
BIG STONE GAP
Frühlingsmond Sep
12 2021
The House of
11/17

Love Oct 13 2021
New York Times
bestselling adult
novelist Adriana
Trigiani and
beloved illustrator
Amy June Bates
team up for a
heartwarming
picture book about
a how a family
comes together to
celebrate
Valentine's Day.
Mia Valentina
Amore loves
valentines. After all,
her name means
My Valentine. When
she wakes up on
Valentine's Day, it
looks like just
another morning in
the rickety old
Amore house in the
Blue Ridge
mountains of
Appalachia. But
over the course of
the day, her home
is transformed into
the House of Love.
Mia and her mama
festoon the halls,
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build a gumdrop
tree, bake
cupcakes, and most
importantly, make
valentines for all six
of her siblings. But
when Mia doesn't
receive her own
valentine, she
wonders if Mama
could have
forgotten her. New
York Times
bestselling novelist
and filmmaker
Adriana Trigiani
has crafted a tender
mother-daughter
story that
celebrates
Valentine's Day or
any day that brings
family together.
And acclaimed
illustrator Amy June
Bates brings
warmth and
coziness to a story
that affirms it
doesn't matter
where you come
from as long as that
place is full of love.
Haus der Träume
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Apr 07 2021
Cooking with My
Sisters Sep 24 2022
Read the book Pat
Conroy called “the
best Italian
cookbook ever
written by women
from the American
South,” now revised
and updated with
even more
mouthwatering
recipes and
photographs.
Cooking with My
Sisters, by New
York Times
bestselling author
Adriana Trigiani
and her sister Mary
Yolanda Trigiani,
gives you a seat at
the Trigiani and
Bonicelli family
tables. Featuring
over eighty family
recipes, some more
than 150 years old,
from Bari, the
Veneto, the Italian
Alps and their
American
hometown Big
12/17

Stone Gap, Virginia,
accompanied by
family stories told
with heart and
gusto, Cooking with
My Sisters is a book
to treasure. This
warm, engaging,
and easy-to-follow
book will introduce
both new and
seasoned cooks to
dishes including
Penne Alla Roseto,
Happy IBM (Italianby-Marriage)
Husband Salad, and
the Tipsy Lady from
Flicksville’s Ice Box
Cake, all the while
sharing stories and
insights from family
members like
Grandmom Viola
Trigiani, who was
known to write her
recipes in code to
guard her culinary
secrets closely, and
Grandma Lucy
Bonicelli, a softspoken woman who
believed the dinner
table was a respite
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and not a place to
argue. Cooking with
My Sisters will
inspire readers to
try delectable,
memorable dishes
as they peer into
the window of a
home where the
kitchen table was
the center of the
action, guests
became family, and
relationships were
celebrated. As
Rachael Ray says,
“This collection fills
the heart as full as
the stomach!
Mangia, y’all!”
Adriana Trigiani
Nov 02 2020
Yes! I Am Catholic
Dec 23 2019
Provides the
testimonies of those
who belong to the
Catholic Church,
and describes how
their faith has
influenced their
lives; and includes
Steve Chabot, Anne
Rice, Matt Smith,
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and many others.
The Good Left
Undone Jul 30
2020 **THE
INSTANT NEW
YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER**
THE SWEEPING,
SUN-DRENCHED
STORY OF LOVE,
FAMILY AND
UNTOLD SECRETS
SET AGAINST THE
BACKDROP OF
WWII, FROM THE
MULTI-MILLION
COPY BESTSELLER
'Adriana is a
storyteller second
to none' HEATHER
MORRIS,
bestselling author
of The Tattooist of
Auschwitz 'Trigiani
never fails to sweep
you away . . . an
emotional and
beautiful tale of
family, love, and
loss' TAYLOR
JENKINS REID,
bestselling author
of Malibu Rising
'There is a reason
13/17

Adriana Trigiani is
so beloved by her
millions of devoted
readers . . .
gorgeous' SARAH
JESSICA PARKER
'A big, beautiful,
wonderful book;
romantic, moving,
transporting,
affecting I will do
everything I can to
encourage everyone
to read it' LOUISE
DOUGLAS,
bestselling author
of The House by the
Sea _________
Domenica Cabrelli
had two great loves
of her life. The first,
her childhood
sweetheart: a boy
from the same
small, sun-drenched
Italian town of
Viareggio. A
romance born out
of yearning and
shared history.
Then, on an idyllic
French coastline in
the shadow of war,
Domenica's second
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love affair: a
mysterious captain,
with a future on the
front line. Many
decades later, as
her daughter,
Matelda, starts to
unpack her
mother's legacy,
she realises there is
much Domenica left
untold. About what
kept her away from
Italy for so long.
What ultimately
brought her home
again. And the
secret that that
bound her two
great loves together
. . . _________ 'An
unforgettable
historical epic. This
rich family story is
magnificent in the
telling' Lisa Jewell
'At once epic and
intimate . . . A
delightful novel'
Jess Walter 'This
beautiful, sweeping
historical epic
paints an exquisite
portrait of love,
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loss, the ravages of
time and the price a
family pays for its
secrets. Brava!
Kristin Hannah
'Beautifully written,
immersive . . .
Sweeps you up and
takes you on an
epic journey. A
must-read for 2022'
Sarah Pearse 'An
exquisite gem of a
novel. No one does
historical fiction
better than Trigiani'
David Baldacci 'This
is a sweeping story
of the complexities
of love and family . .
. A beautiful
historical romance,
this book manages
to be epic and
intimate at the
same time' Sun
Rococo Mar 18
2022 Author
Adriana Trigiani
takes on home
decorating, lust,
love and tricky
family dynamics in
'Notes From The
14/17

Villa Di Crespi', the
tale of a small
Italian American
town poised for a
makeover.
American Girls
about Town Apr 26
2020 A follow-up to
Irish Girls About
Town and Scottish
Girls About Town
journeys acrss the
Atlantic to present
a collection of
sixteen tales from
some of America's
most popular
women authors,
including Adriana
Trigiani, Jennifer
Weiner, Quinn
Dalton, Judi
Hendricks, Lauren
Henderson, Lauren
Weisberger, Nancy
Sparling, and
others. Reprint.
The Shoemaker's
Wife May 08 2021
Follows starcrossed lovers
Enza, a practical
beauty, and Ciro, a
strapping mountain
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boy, who, after
their first meeting
in the Italian Alps,
find their destinies
inexplicably
entwined as they
build their lives in
America.
Big Cherry Holler
Apr 19 2022 NEW
YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • Ave
Maria must decide
between old love
and new adventures
in this enthralling
second novel in the
beloved Big Stone
Gap series
“Heartwarming . . .
Everything that
really matters is
here: humor,
romance, wisdom,
and drama.”—The
Dallas Morning
News Eight years
have passed since
Ave Maria Mulligan
married Jack Mac,
moved up into the
hills, and dug in her
roots even deeper.
But Ave Maria soon
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discovers that the
mountains cannot
shelter her from the
painful lessons of
the heart. As her
life reaches a
crossroads, almost
everybody in town
has advice to
offer—including the
Bookmobile’s selfappointed sexpert
Iva Lou Wade,
savvy pharmacy
owner Pearl
Grimes, crusty
chain-smoking
cashier Fleeta, and
of course, the
always-wise band
director Theodore
Tipton. But when
Ave Maria takes her
daughter to Italy
for the summer, her
passion for a
seductive stranger
will test her
marriage—and push
her to choose the
man who is truly
her destiny. At once
funny and deeply
poignant, resonant
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with the power of
love and
forgiveness and the
unexpected events
that force us to
stake a claim in our
own lives, Big
Cherry Holler is a
wise, wonderful
story to treasure.
Don’t miss any of
Adriana Trigiani’s
beloved Big Stone
Gap series BIG
STONE GAP • BIG
CHERRY HOLLER •
MILK GLASS
MOON • HOME TO
BIG STONE GAP
Home to Big
Stone Gap May 28
2020 'Utterly
addictive'
GLAMOUR If home
is where the heart
is, what happens
when yours is torn
in two? Big Stone
Gap is a sleepy
village where
people can go their
whole lives without
leaving. It's been
the home of Ave
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Maria and her
family for
generations, but
with her daughter
now married and
living in Italy, Ave
realises it's time to
go in search of a
new dream. Yet
before her journey
can begin, her life
is turned upside
down. As a lifelong
friendship falls
apart and an
unexpected health
crisis threatens her
family, Ave Maria's
world is shaken.
And when a
mysterious stranger
comes to town and
reveals a longburied secret, she
realises that in
order to move
forward with her
life, first she must
face up to the past .
. . The fourth in the
bestselling and
much-loved BIG
STONE GAP series
from the bestselling
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author of The
Shoemaker's Wife,
a Richard and Judy
Book Club pick
Praise for the BIG
STONE GAP series:
'Hilarious and
romantic. I couldn't
put it down' SARAH
JESSICA PARKER
'One of my all-time
favourite novels'
WHOOPI
GOLDBERG 'If you
love curling up with
charming tales of
small towns and
quirky characters,
switch off with this'
COSMOPOLITAN
Tony's Wife Jul 22
2022 Set in the lush
Big Band era of the
1940s and World
War II, this
spellbinding saga
from beloved New
York Times
bestselling author
Adriana Trigiani
tells the story of
two talented
working class kids
who marry and
16/17

become a
successful singing
act, until time,
temptation, and the
responsibilities of
home and family
derail their dreams.
Shortly before
World War II, Chi
Chi Donatelli and
Saverio
Armandonada meet
one summer on the
Jersey shore and
fall in love. Both are
talented and
ambitious, and both
share the dream of
becoming singers
for the legendary
orchestras of the
time: Glenn Miller,
Tommy Dorsey,
Benny Goodman.
They’re soon
married, and it isn’t
long before Chiara
and Tony find that
their careers are on
the way up as they
navigate the
glamorous worlds
of night clubs,
radio, and
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television. All goes
well until it
becomes clear that
they must make a
choice: Which of
them will put their
ambitions aside to
raise a family and
which will pursue a
career? And how
will they cope with
the impact that
decision has on
their lives and their
marriage? From the
Jersey shore to Las
Vegas to
Hollywood, and all
the dance halls in
between, this multilayered story is
vivid with historical
color and steeped
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in the popular
music that serves
as its score. Tony’s
Wife is a
magnificent epic of
life in a traditional
Italian family
undergoing seismic
change in a fast
paced, modern
world. Filled with
vivid, funny, and
unforgettable
characters, this
richly human story
showcases Adriana
Trigiani’s gifts as a
storyteller and her
deep understanding
of family, love, and
the pursuit of the
American dream.
Reading Women

Jul 18 2019 An
indispensable guide
for anyone who
runs or participates
in a book group,
this title provides
the structure and
fun facts needed to
examine the genre
of women's fiction.
* Each entry
provides an author
biography, a book
summary,
bibliographic
material, discussion
questions, and
read-alike
information for
each book *
Includes discussion
questions not found
elsewhere
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